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A SILENT KILLER
Gentrification can be a silent killer if you don’t pay close attention.

And in every instance has been rooted in upholding white capitalist

ideals - at the expense of culturally diverse neighbourhoods. It

dismantles and displaces thriving communities regardless of the

cultural importance it holds for the city, regardless of the people’s

dedication to participating in the community - gentrification will

wipe out entire histories without a thought to those who have to

relocate, or how they have - or have not - found new ways of living

and keeping themselves alive.

The dictionary definition of gentrification may have you confused;

especially, if you’re scrambling to google it now - because its

realities are not included in its definition, and speak strictly to the

economic and capitalist benefits for which it serves. According to

dictionary.com gentrification is simply “the process of renovating

and improving a house or district so that it conforms to middle-

class taste.. the process of making a [community] more refined…”

(dictionary.com)

Now, this process does not call for supports, nor does it seek to

collaborate with what is already there and existing. It speaks to

destruction in efforts to rebuild something more profitable and

economically competitive - using a framework that adheres to the

vision of the profiteer. So let’s bring this down to reality: “ the

process of renovating and improving a house or district so that it
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conforms to middle-class taste…” - what is “middle-class taste?” Last

week,  Narcity published an article highlighting how expensive

being a Torontonian is, and came to the conclusion that realistically

in order to be middle class, living in Toronto, in 2020 you need to

be making 135K/year. So how many of us thought we were middle

class? Back to our question - who is middle class? Who is facing the

brunt of these “improvements?

While also considering that they are

one of the most impacted

communities that are slowly facing

complete erasure from Toronto’s

scene, the report holds BIA

accountable for continuously

leaving Black businesses and Black

community members out of the

conversations that directly impact

them,  excluding implications to the

community in policy development, 

while simultaneously providing a

lack of supports. They also  address

the LRT construction that have shut

down 140 businesses and counting,

and provide recommendations to

preserve the Canadian halo and

multicultural essence that Toronto

is shaped by.

In essence, gentrification is harmful.

Gentrification never includes the

voices of those most impacted - and

does not seek to serve them either.

Gentrification is the process of

reinforcing capitalist morals,

rebirthing white communities - at

the expense of racialized ones, and

serving the most wealthy and

powerful in the city.

And its happening, right now, right

in our city.

Last week Black Urbanism Toronto, Open Architecture

Collaborative and URSA published a report “A Black Business

Conversation: On planning for the future of Black Businesses and

residents on Eglinton Ave. W - also known as Toronto’s Little

Jamaica. We would encourage everyone to have a read - they do an

amazing job at highlighting the realities of gentrification. And what

it means for cultural communities who have carved out an identity

and space for themselves for over 40years, and are facing the

realities of billion-dollar projects that claim their businesses aren’t

good enough and the community requires “improvement.”

They identify the impacts of gentrification that are both directly

and indirectly affecting the Little Jamaica community, which we

can see in “the case of the popular grocery store Gus’ Tropical

Foods, which was closed to make way for the new Oakwood LRT

station, or indirect, as [when] People’s Choice Grocery Store [was]

closed because the business could not afford rising commercial

rent” (p.15) - regardless of community support and loyal clientele.

Now, for those who may be unfamiliar; the heart of Little Jamaica

refers to the strip of businesses clustered along Eglinton Ave. W,

from Marlee to Oakwood Ave (p.11). There are no distinct

boundaries to identify Little Jamaica, but they represent a cluster of

Black-owned businesses that have been primary influencers in

developing the culture of this community for over 40 years (p.11).

From the strenuous relationship Little Jamaica has with Business

Improvement Areas (BIA), to the construction and ongoing

developments in the area, all of which have been compounded by

COVID-19 - it would be insane not to consider how all of these

moving elements are impacting small business communities, Black

communities, and everything in-between.

Stay informed, Stay connected, We got you.
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